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    Bilbao     Seville 

1. The Nile is ________________________ than the Thames. (LONG)  

2. My house is ____________________ than yours. (COMFORTABLE)  
3. I think this car is ______________________ that one. (GOOD)  

4. The restaurant is _____________________ the café. (EXPENSIVE) 
5. My uncle is ______________________ my dad. (OLD)  
6. I think Rome is ______________________ Belgrade. (BEAUTIFUL)  

7. Your brother _______________________ your sister. (YOUNG)  
8. I like this school because it is ______________ the other one. (BIG)  

9. Accommodation here is ________________ in my country. (CHEAP)  
10. The weather in Bilbao is ___________________ in Seville. (COLD)  
11. I think she is ___________________ her grandmother now. (TALL)  

12. His homework was _______________________ mine. (DIFFICULT)  
13. This film is ________________________ the one we saw yesterday. 

(INTERESTING)  
14. The journey is _______________________ I thought. (AMUSING)  
 
 

 
 

1. This building is very old. It’s the oldest building in the town.  
2. It was a very difficult exam. It was __________________   of the term.  

3. It’s a very good film. It’s __________________________      I’ve seen.  
4. It was a very bad experience. It was ____________________ in my life.  
5. It was a very cold winter. It was ___________________ in many years.  

6. She’s a famous actress. She’s ______________________ in Hollywood.  
7. He’s a very boring teacher. He’s ______________________ I have had. 

8. This city is fascinating. It is ________________________ I’ve lived in. 
9. My cousin is very busy. He is ________________________ I have met.  
10. Laura is a very friendly woman. She is ___________________ I know.  
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1. Philip’s car is as big as / the biggest his friend’s.  

2. Who is more intelligent than / the most intelligent person in your family?  

3. Who is more interesting than / the most interesting person you know?  

4. This armchair is more comfortable than / the most comfortable ours.  

5. My brother is older than / the oldest pupil in the class.  

6. Is Mary’s project more complex than / the most complex yours?  

7. Who is the best / better than tennis player in the world? 

8. Where can I buy the latest / later than edition of this game? 

9. The discovery of penicillin was one of the most important / more 

important events in History. 

10. The African elephant lives the longest / longer than any other animal on 

the planet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. smaller / than / My brother / my sister / is 

 

_________________________________________________ 

2. bag / Alice / got / has / newest / the 

 

_________________________________________________         

3. I / clothes / like / most /don’t /the / expensive 

 

_________________________________________________        

4. is / modern / my / sister / wearing / coat / is / The / more / yours / 

that / than 

 

_________________________________________________    

5. the / Steve / has / car / got / fastest     

 

_________________________________________________      
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6. They / class / students / the / in / are / intelligent / most / the   

 

_________________________________________________        

7. Who / politician / century? / the / was / important / most / last    

 

_________________________________________________      

8. he / the / Is / TV / best / presenter?   

 

_________________________________________________        

9. plays / than / better / you / Carol /    

 

_________________________________________________       

10.cat / Is / your / than / intelligent / mine? / more     

 

_________________________________________________      

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


